Abstract. We define a new operator, decomposition projection, and show that extended projection is a precise generalization of decomposition projection with respect to unnesting, and that null-extended projection is a precise generalization of decomposition projection with respect to unnesting and PNF possibility function POSS *.
Introduction
Levene and Loizou [-1] note that due to the impreciseness of extended union and null-extended union, extended projection and null-extended projection will, respectively, be imprecise as well, contrary to Propositions 5 and 11 of [3] . They suggest that a decomposition projection operator needs to be defined, which, similar to decomposition union, takes into account the join dependency which models the nested structure of the relation. In this addendum, we provide this definition and the correct statement and proof of Propositions 5 and 11.
Motivation for decomposition projection
Consider the very simple nested relation emp on scheme Emp = (employee, Children), Children = (name, Games, Foods), Games = (game), Foods = (food).
which is shown in Fig. la . In this example, employee "Smith" has one child, "Bill", who likes to play "ball" and likes to eat "ice cream", and employee "Jones" who also has one child named "Bill", who likes to play "tag" and eat "pie". What should the result of rC~hadre . emp be? As in [3] , we believe that all relations should be in Partitioned Normal Form (PNF) and thus, the result should merge the two Children nested tuples since they now agree to separate the two "Bill"s in the relation, the projection can only mean that children named "Bill" like to play "ball" and "tag" and like to eat "ice cream" and "pie". This may, at first, seem strange, but consider the traditional Fourth Normal Form (4NF) version of this same database. We would have two schemes: Empl = (employee, name, game) Emp2 = (employee, name, food).
The data of Fig. 1 a with these schemes is shown in Fig. 1 b. If now we project out the employee attribute in both of the 4NF tables and then join the results we in fact get four tuples since for the only remaining common attribute, name, the value of "Bill" is the same in both relation's tuples. This interaction can be formally expressed in terms of the multi-valued dependencies or, equivalently, the join dependency that should hold in the completely unnested 1NF relation that corresponds to a nested relation. The extended operators defined in [-3] automatically maintain PNF and preserve the underlying join dependency when performing algebraic operations. If, however, we completely unnest a relation and then apply corresponding 1NF algebra operators, we do not get the same semantics. In [3] we defined decomposition union and decomposition difference operators to take into account the join dependency in standard union and difference operators. We now provide a similar definition for decomposition projection.
Formal development
The definition and proofs in this section are numbered to correspond with [33. 
